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You wil l need:








Enfolio Pocketfold (Lg Sq) (your chosen
board stock code will end in E-33)
Lace (we chose TR09-1)
Embellishment (we chose DEPS-2)
Cardmount and card steps (your chosen
Enfolio Pocketcard (Lg Sq) Card mounts code
will end in E-34 and Card Steps codes will end in
E-35/36/37)
Glues - Gem-Tac & ATG or Double sided tape
Velcro Stick-on coins

1. Assemble your pocketfold by folding the tabs on the pocket and
securing them in place with ATG tape or double-sided tape. then, folding at the creases,
create the shape of the pocket as seen in the picture.
2.Print your invitation text on your large square card mount and your additional information
(directions, accommodation details, gift list etc. on the pre-sized card steps to sit in the
pocket. (we chose our Ivory Pearl which is perfect for inkjet printing).
3. Using the glue attach your lace (or ribbon) to the back of the pocket’s f lap (ideally near
and edge for neatness), wrap it around the f lap (having applied a little more glue), trim the
lace (to overlap the other end slightly) and allow time to dry or press firmly.
4. Apply Gem-Tac to your embellishment and place centrally on the lace (using the point of
the f lap as a guide).
5. Using ATG tape run it around the edges of the back of the printed invitation card mount
and carefully position it on the pocket as shown below.
6.Keeping the velcro coin together stick
on the underside of the f lap (not on top of
the lace) and close the f lap so the other side of the coin
sticks to the pocket, then press and carefully separate the velcro.
7.. Pop your printed card step enclosures into the pocket, close
and admire!!
Ta Da!
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